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Keith Haring is one of the most iconic American artists of the 20th century combining 
his artistic talents and social activism through his work. Haring’s work was synonymous 
with the politics and street culture of the 1980s and expressed themes of birth, death, 
war and sexuality. 

In cooperation with the Keith Haring Foundation and Artestar, McGaw Graphics is 
proud to release a new collection of posters spanning the many periods of Haring’s  
career. The collection of 35 images represents a thoughtful, broad assortment of  
images including his subway drawings and his Pop Shop series. 

McGaw is offering the entire Keith Haring collection as Print On Demand on paper. 
Reproductions are made with high-quality, archival grade inks and available in a variety 
of sizes. 

McGaw Graphics is proud to release this new collection and to work with the Keith 
Haring Foundation to publish this series of poster reproductions. Please visit our 
website at www.mcgawgraphics.com to order or call us at 888.426.2429 for more 
information. 

Sincerely, 

McGaw Graphics

keith  
haring

© 2016 Keith Haring Foundation. Licensed by Artestar, New York.

H2785m  16x16 on 24x18 
H2785pfb  10x10 on 14x11

H2786n  13x20 on 18x24 
H2786pfb  7x11 on 11x14



Keith Haring was born in Pennsylvania in 
1958; at age 19, he moved to New York City 
to attend the School of Visual Arts, pursuing 
his dream of becoming an artist. 

In New York, he discovered the thriving  
alternative art world of the downtown streets, 
subways and nightclubs. Haring soon became 
one of the best-known artists responding to 
the urban culture of the 1980s. Drawing in 
white chalk on the black paper then used to 
cover expired advertising panels in the subway 
stations, Haring developed a vocabulary of 
images that would become his signature: 
the radiant baby, the barking dog, and the 
running figure. 

By 1982, Haring was exhibiting in galleries and museums around the world, and also 
participating in public projects, including literacy campaigns and AIDS awareness initiatives. 
Haring utilized a variety of media in order to communicate essential themes such as 
birth, death, love and war to a mass audience. 

Keith Haring was diagnosed with AIDS in 1988 and died of AIDS-related complications 
in 1990. Since his death he has been the subject of several international retrospectives, 
and his work is held in major private and public collections. Although his career was brief, 
his imagery has become a universally recognized visual language of the 20th century.

KEITH HARING 

H2470t  30x22 on 36x24 
H2470pfb  11x8 on 14x11

H2787m  9x36 on 12x36



The outlines of the human  
figure and dog were first 

introduced in one of Keith’s 
sketchbooks from 1978. 
These characters grew to 

include other familiar icons 
such as flying saucers, 
aliens, and pyramids.

KEITH HARING 

H2488m  20x16 on 24x18 
H2488pfb  10x8 on 14x11

Keith painting himself 
into a corner



KEITH HARING 

H2480m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2480pfb  10x10 on 14x11

In 1986, Keith Haring opened his Pop  
Shop on Lafayette Street in downtown  
NYC which offered a wide selection of  
merchandise for sale including T-shirts,  
buttons, pins, and stickers. This series  
of images were derived from the graphics  
that Keith created for his various  
merchandising endeavors.

the Pop SHOP

KEITH HARING 

H2478m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2478pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2479m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2479pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2474m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2474pfb  10x10 on 14x11



H2696t  20x30 on 26x34 
H2696pfb  8x12 on 11x14

H2698n  16x22 on 26x24 
H2698pfb  8x11 on 11x14

H2697p  18x24 on 24x28 
H2697pfb  9x12 on 11x14

H2695n  16x20 on 22x24 
H2695pfb  8x11 on 11x14



H2702r  24x18 on 30x22 
H2702pfb  11.5x8.5 on 14x11

H2699p  18x24 on 24x28 
H2699pfb  9x12 on 11x14

H2700n  16x20 on 22x24 
H2700pfb  8x11 on 11x14



KEITH HARING 

H2477p  18x24 on 24x28 
H2477pfb  9x12 on 11x14

H2471m  16x16 on 22x20
H2471pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 



KEITH HARING 

H2476p  18x24 on 24x28 
H2476pfb  9x12 on 11x14

KEITH HARING 

H2491p  18x24 on 24x28 
H2491pfb  9x12 on 11x14

Whether he was working on the street or in his 
studio Keith Haring always worked with music 
playing. Haring’s work embodies the sounds of 

the New York streets and of streetwise clubs like 
Paradise Garage where he became a beloved 

fixture. Haring was able to visualize the sounds 
of the city in his works which are infused with a 

rhythm which is nearly audible to the viewer. 



KEITH HARING 

H2472m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2472pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2473m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2473pfb  10x10 on 14x11

H2701m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2701pfb  10x10 on 14x11



KEITH HARING 

H2482m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2482pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2483m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2483pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2481m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2481pfb  10x10 on 14x11



KEITH HARING 

H2475n  22x16 on 28x20 
H2475pfb  11x8 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2485m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2485pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2487m  each image: 11x32 on 14x33

When Haring arrived in New 
York, it was home to a thriving 
underground art scene. Haring 
befriended fellow emerging 
artists like Jean-Michel Basquiat 
and Kenny Scharf, who shared 
his interest in the colorful and 
transgressive graffiti art of the 
city’s streets. Keith’s first one-man 
show was at Tony Shafrazi Gallery 
in 1982 and included drawings, 
painted tarpaulins, sculptures, and 
on-site work. He also transformed 
part of the gallery space into a 
club-like environment. The three-
eyed Face image appeared on the 
cover of the exhibition catalog for 
this show.

“Art is for everybody”
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KEITH HARING 

H2490t  30x20 on 36x24 
H2490pfb  12x8 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2489m  16x16 on 22x20 

H2489pfb  10x10 on 14x11 

Keith Haring hosted the first “Party of Life” to celebrate his birthday 
in the spring of 1984 at New York City nightclub Paradise Garage 
with a performance by Madonna and over 3,000 in attendance. 
This image was used for the second annual Party of Life which  
was held in 1986 at the Palladium in NYC.

Party of life



H2492m  14x20 on 20x24 
H2492pfb  7x10 on 11x14

KEITH HARING 

KEITH HARING 

H2486m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2486pfb  10x10 on 14x11

I bought a roll of oak-tag paper and cut it up and put it all over the floor 
and worked on this whole group of drawings. The first few were abstracts, 
but then these images started coming. They were humans and animals in 
different combinations. Then flying saucers were zapping the humans. I 
remember trying to figure out where this stuff came from, but I have no 
idea. It just grew into this group of drawings. I was thinking about these 
images as symbols, as a vocabulary of things. In one a dog’s being worshipped 
by these people. In another one the dog is being zapped by a flying saucer. 
Suddenly it made sense to draw on the street, because I had something to say.
 —Keith Haring



KEITH HARING 

H2466m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2466pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2469m  16x16 on 22x20 
H2469pfb  10x10 on 14x11

KEITH HARING 

H2497s  20x28 on 26x32 
H2497pfb  7.5x10.5 on 11x14 

Haring and other artists organized exhibitions at downtown nightclubs and other  
alternative locations in New York that fused parts of art, music and fashion. This  
convergence of influences drove some of the creativity behind his signature images 
that included dancing figures, the radiant baby (shown above), barking dogs, flying 
saucers and more. His graffiti drawings throughout New York attracted the attention 
of the City and the World, as well as the New York Police Department: Haring was 
arrested for vandalism on numerous occasions.



KEITH HARING 

H2465t  24x30 on 28x30 
H2465pfb  8x10 on 11x14

KEITH HARING 

H2494u  26x40 on 30x40 
H2494pfb  8x12 on 11x14
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